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Abstract
The minimal number of triples required to represen t all quin tu-
ples on an n-element se t is determined for n s: 13 and all ext rema l
construc tions are found. In particul ar we establish that there is a
unique minimal system on 13 point s , namely the 52 collinear triples
of the project ive plane of order 3.
1 Introduction.
We say that a set T represents another set F if T is contained in F. A
(n , k, r )-Thnin system is a pair (X, B) where B is a collection of r-t uples
• Partially supported by NSF grant CCR·8920692 .
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of the n- element set X such every k-element subse t of X is represented
by some member of B. Th e size of a (n , k , r )-1\mln system (X, B) is the
number of r -tuples in B and T (n ,k, r ) is the mini mum size requi red for a
(n, k, r )-Thrlin system to exist.
The problem of determining T (n , k, r ) was solved by Turan [12J for th e
case r = 2:
m (m+ I)
T (n,s+ l,2) = mn- 2 · s
n
with m < - < m + 1- s -
The general pro blem also was formulated by Turan and was first published
in English in [13). For r > 2 the values of the Turan numbers were found
only for the cases when n is small compared with k. For instance, it is well
known that
T (n , s +l ,r) = n- s
. n r
wIt h 1 < - < -- .- s - r - I
The next zone was found in [71 (see also [9]) :
{
r3rr- 2nl - 3s with r:: Omod2
T (n,s+l, r) =
3n - [3r-1 sJ with r:: 1 mod 2r -l
_r_ < n < ~
I r -l - • - 3r - 4
....!.... < !!; < ~
1 r - l - • - 3r -3
(1)
The problem is still open for large n. For any k > r > 2, even the value
(k ) - I· T (n ,k,r)t , r - irn (n)n_oo
r
is not determined. Moreover, there is no reasonable conjecture about values
t( k , r ) with r ~ 4. It was conjectured by Turan [14] that
T (qm , s-(r - I ), r) = q(7)
bu t it was disproved for r ~ 4 (see [6)) . However, it is quite possible that
(1) holds for r = 3, and
4
t(s+ 1, 3) =""2 .
s
Sidorenko in [7, 8) has proved that
n -s with l <!!; <;!
- • - 2
3n - 4s wi th ;! < " < 22 - • -
T(n,s+ 1, 3) =
4n - 6$ with 2 < " < 2 4n - 9s -L - I- .- 4 1 T
(2)
4n- 6s+ 2 with 4n-9s =-I , I ,2
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The aim of this paper is to determine T (n ,5, 3) for small n . The case
n :5 9 was solved by Suranyi [II ], and n = 10 by Stanton and Bate [10]. We
will find T (n , 5, 3) for n = 11,1 2,13 as well as all extremal constructions,
for n :5 13
If C is any collect ion of subsets of X and S ~ X , we denote by deg,,(S)
the number of sets in C that contain S . We will make frequent use of th e
following identi ty for a (n, 5, 3)-Turan syst em (X, B) :
31BI = l:: deg8{x) = l:: deg8{x, y)
x EX %,yEX
(3)
The residual system with respect to S ~ X of a (n, 5, 3)-Turan system
(X, B) is (X - S , BS) where BS = {T E B : S n T = 0}. Itis a (n - IS I, 5, 3)-
Turan system and thus
(4)
The Schiinheim bound (see [5J or [3]) follows from (3) and (4) :
n
T {n, 5,3) ~ r- -
3
. T {n -1 ,5 , 3)1 .
n-
2 Constructions of (n,5, 3)-Turan systems.
Turan observed in 1961 that if you divide n elements into two almost equal
sized groups and take all triples cont ained in either group, then every quin-
tuple must contain at least one of these t riples. Thus,
T {n,5, 3) :5 ( ln~2J ) + ( rn~21 ) = j {n ).
In this section we describe some const ruct ions tha t produce better upper
bounds on T {n, 5, 3) for odd n . These constructions were first established
by A. Sidorenko in [81 published in Russian .
Construction 1.
The finite project ive plane of order 3 has 13 points and 13 lines. Each
line contai ns 4 points. For any 5 points the re is a line containing at least
3 of them. Henoe the system of 13 · 4 = 52 collinear triples is a (13,5,3)-
Turdn system.
Construction 2.
Divide the n elements into 9 disjoint sets AI, A2 , .. . , Ag which corre-
spond to the points a b a2, ... , ag of the finite affi ne plane of order 3. Th is
plane has 4 families of parallel lines. Color two of th e families by red and
the other two by blue. Take t riples x E Ai, Y E A j and z E A. satisfying
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1. i = j = k, or
2. i ,j, k are pairwise dist inct and ai, aj, ak are collinear, or
3. i = i . k /< i and a••a. defines a red line.
Then these tripl es form a (n.5. 3)-1\mln system.
Const r uction 3 .
Denote the 12 lines of the finite affine plane of order 3 as follows:
u, = {a l .az ,as} .
L, = {as , a• •aB}.
L. = {a l.a• •a.}.
Ls = {a7, as. ag},
L7 = {az, a6. a7}.
L6 = {as. a6. ag}.
Mz = Ms = {az.as. aB}.
Ms = M 7 = {as. as . a7}.
M. = M 6 = {a• •as.a6}.
Note that a. E L. and a;. as E M. with i = 1. 2. 3,4. 6. 7. 8. 9. Take the
same triples as in Construction 2 but instead of condition 3 use
3'. i = i. k '" i and a.E L. u M•.
If we also require that IAsl = 1. then th e resulting t riples form a (n.5.3 )-
Tur an system.
Const ruct ion 1 gives
T (13. 5. 3) ::; 52 = f(1 3) - 3 .
Construction 2 is good for some small values of n . Let . for definiteness.
a7. as . ag form a blue line. Choosing
a (11.5.3)-Turan system of size 29 is obtained. For n = 12 when
IAII = IAzl = IA3 1= IA. I = IAsl = IAsl = 1 and IA71= IAB I = IAgl = 2,
is chosen. then non-regular (12,5.3)-system of size 40 is produced. The
six elements in Al UAz UAs UA. UAsUA6 are of degree 9, and the six
elements in A7 UAsuAghave degree 11. Observe that the same systems for
n = 11.1 2 can also be obtained from Construction 3. The only situation
when Const ruction 2 is better.t han Const ruct ion 3 is for n = 15. Choosing
IAII= IAzl = IA3 1 = IA< I = IAsl = IAs l = 2, and IA71 = IABI = IAgl = 1.
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a 05,5,3}-Turan syste m of size 89 is obtained. Th us
T (15,5, 3} $ 89 = f (15} - 2.
Construction 3 gives th e best known result [or any odd n '" 13, 15 .
Namely, choosing
lAd ~ IAsl ~ IAgl ~ JA71 ~ IA. I ~ IAsl ~ IAs l ~ IA.I ~ lAd - I ,
lAd+ IA. I+ IAsl + IA.I+ IAsl + IA71+ IAsl+ IAgl = n - I ,
we get
n - l
T (n , 5, 3} $ f en } - -4- with n; 1 mod 8,
n-3
T (n ,5, 3} $ f en } - - 8 - wi th n; 3 mod 8,
n-9
T (n ,5, 3} $ f en } - - 4 - wi th n; 5 mod 8,
n - 7
T (n, 5, 3} s f en } - - 8- with n ; 7 m od 8.
3 T (n ,5, 3) with n < 9.
Proposi t ion 1 T (6, 5, 3} = 2, T (7,5, 3} = 5 and T(8, 5, 3} = 8.
Proof: The unique minimal (6, 5, 3)-Turan system is given by two dis--
joint triples. The analys is [or 7 and 8 points is tedious but st raight [or-
ward . In Tables 1 and II a complete list of all minimal (7,5, 3) and (8,5, 3)-
Turan systems is given.•
Table [: Th e (7, 5, 3}-Turan systems of size 5
No. Turan system
1 145 467 567 236 237
2 456 457 467 567 123
3 127 347 567 234 156
4 127 347 567 135 246









168 258 357 348 456 267
134 234 567 568 678 578
345 346 567 568 178 278
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Proposition 2 Let (X, B) be a (n, 5, 3)-TIm£n system. Then
(i) deg8 (x) 5 1131- T (n - 1, 5, 3) and
(ii) deg8(x)+deg8(y) -deg8(x, y) 5 IBI - T (n - 2,5,3).
Proof: This follows from inclusion exclusion, IBzl = 1131- deg8 (x) and
IBlz,v} 1= 1131- (deg8(x) + deg8(y) - deg8(x, y). I
Proposition 3 Th e only (9,5,3)- Thran system of size 12 is the uniqu e
Steiner syslem S( 2, 3, 9)
Proof: Let (X,B) be a (n, 5, 3)-Thran system of size 12. Then apply-
ingPropositions 1 and 2(i) we have deg8(x) 5 4 for all x E X. Also,
I:zEx deg8(x) = 1 2(~) =4·9 and therefore deg8(x) =4 for all x E X . Now
for x, y E X ,x ';'y we have by Propositions 1 and 2(ii) that deg8(x,y) ~ 1.
But, I:z,vExdegB(x,y) = 12@ = (~) . Consequently degB(x,y) = 1 for
all x , y E X , X ,;. y and thus (X,B) is an S(2,3 ,9) system as claimed. It is
given in Table III . I
Table III : The unique (9, 5,3)-Thran syste m of size 12
123 147 168 258 357 348 456 267 159 789 369 249
Theorem 1 A (9, 5, 3)-Thran system of size 19 contains a superfluous triple .
Proof: Let (X,B) be a (9,5,3)-Thran system of size 13. Then Proposi-
t ions 1 and 2(i) imply that degB(x) 5 5 for all x E X . There are at least
3 points of degree 5 in 13 , since 39 = I:zEx degB(x). If a E X is any point
of degree 5, then deg8(ax) = deg8(x) - 3 for all x E X - {a} , since every
(8,5, 3)-Turan system of size 8 is regular of degree 3. In particular we have
deg8(x ) ~ 3 for all x E B.
Suppose x E X has deg8(x) = 3. Then 39 = I:zEx deg8(x) implies
there are at least 4 points of degree 5 in B. Fix any point a of degree 5
in B. Then since there are at least 3 other points of degree 5 the derived
system BIG,z} is a (7,5,3)-Thran system of size 5 that contains at least 3
points of degree 3. The only such (7,5, 3)-Turan system is No.2 in Table I.
It has three points u , v , w of degree 1 and four points b, c, d, e of degree 3.
Further uvw, bcd, bee, bde and cde are the t riples in this system. Thus b, c,
d, and e are also points of degree 5 in B. Th is argument was independent
of the initial choice of a point of degree 5. Consequently 13 contains all
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of the ten 3-element subsets of {a, b,c, d, e, } as well as uvw and the three
triples containing x. This accounts for 14 triples in B cont rary to IBI = 13.
Therefore B contains no point of degree 3.
Now that we know that there are no points of degree 3 the degree
sequence of B is completely determined. It has 3 points a, b and c of
degree 5 and exactly 6 points X" X2, X3, X4 , Xs and X6 of degree 4. Again,
since the derived system with respect to a point of degree 5 is an (8, 5,3)-
Turan system of size 8 and t hey are all regular of degree 3, we have:
and
deg8(a , Xi ) = deg8 (b, X;) = deg8(c, X;) = 1, i = 1, 2, . .. 6.
We will show that abc E B. If abc ¢ B, th en B = :F u M where
and M is some set of four more triples from {Xl, X2, . .. , X6 }.
Note that H = ((Xl, X2 ), (X3 , X4) , (xs, X6 ) ) is an automorphism group of
:F and that degM(xi) = '2 for each i. Thus without loss we may assume
that M is one of the following 5 possibilit ies:
However in each case either aXtX3X4 X6 or axtX3X4XS has not been rep-
resented. Consequently, abc is indeed a t riple in B.
If deg8(xi, Xj) = 0, for some i I i, then the residual system B{%;'%' ) is
a (7,5,3)-Turan system of size 5. Furthermore
Thus, B{%' ,%') is Turan system No. 2 in Table I. Consequently it contains
a fourth point d of degree 3 and deg8{.;,.,} (a, d) = 2. Therefore deg8(d) =
5 and thi s contradicts B having exact ly three points of degree 5. Thus,
deg8(xi,Xj) ;:: 1 for all i Ij.
Let B' = B - {abc} . Then deg8' (P,q) ;:: 1 for all p, q EX. It follows
that B' is an 8(2 ,3,9). Whence abc is a superfluous t riple. •
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The reader should note that G = (0<, (3) where 0< = (1, 2,3) (4,5,6)(7,8, 9)
and (3 = . (1)(2,8,4, 5,3, 6,7,9 ), is t he full automorph ism group of t he
8(2, 3, 9) given in Table III. Th ere are precisely two orbits of triples under
this group and they are represented by 123 and 124. Thus by proposition 3
it follows that there is a, unique up to isomorphism, (9,5, 3)-1\mln system
of size 13. It is given in Table IV.
Table IV: T he unique (9,5, 3)-Turan system of size 13
123 147 168 258 357 348 456 267 159 789 369 249 124
4 T(lO ,5, 3) = 20
A (n,5,3)-Thran system (X ,B) is an extension of the (n - 1,5,3)-Thtan
system (Y ,A) if there is a point x E X such that Y = X - {x } and
A = [3Z. Th roughout the remai nder of this sect ion X will be the point set
{l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, x} and S will be the 8(2,3,9) given in Table III. Also
we let lC be the the set of all S-element subsets of X containing I and x
that are not represented by some t riple in S . It is elementa ry to show that
IKI = 24 and a triple xab where a, b '" I and l ab ¢. S represents exactly 3
of the S-element subsets in K .
Theorem 2 Th ere is a unique extensio n of 8 (2,3,9) to a (10,5, 3)-Thran
syst em of size 20.
Proof: Let (X ,B) be a (10, 5,3)-Thran system of size 20 and suppose
x E X has degree 8. Then without loss B% = S. Let I' be the graph on
{I, 2, . . . , 9} with edges E: = {T - x: x E T E B} . Then by Proposition 2(i)
we have a :0: deg£(i) :0: 4.
Case 1: deg£(i) = 4 or 3 for some i .
Without loss we may assume i = 1. Then by Proposition 3 or The-
orem I E: is forced to conta in the edges {23,47, 59, 68}. Observe that
(3 = ((2, 8, 4, 5, 3, 6, 7, 9)) is an au tomorphi sm of B and the forced edges.
Thus up to permutation by {3 the neighborhood of I in I' is
{9,2,3,5}, {9,2,3,4}, {9,2,5,6}, {9,2,4,5}, {9,3,4,6},
{9,2,5,7}, {9,2,3,7}, {9,2,5,8}, {9,2,4,8} or {9,5,6,8}, if deg£(I} = 4
and it is
{O,2,5}, {O,2,3}, {O,3,4}, {O,2,4}, {O,2,6}, {O,2,7} or {O,5,6}, if dege(l} = 3.
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When considering representin g &-element sets the only possibility th at sur-
vives for the neighborhood of 1 is {9, 5, 6, 8} and the result ing (10,5,3)-
Turan system of size 20 is given in Table V.
Case 2: degE(i) ~ 2 for all i .
If N d is the number of vertices of I' of degree d, t hen No + N1+ N2 = 9
and N1+2N2 = 16. Thus either No = 1 and N2 = 8 or N1 = 2 and N2 = 7.
If No = 1, then without loss we may assume that dego(l) = O. Thus
the 24 subsets in /C must be represented by exactly 8 triples, T , of the form
xuv, u, v E {2, 3, ... , 9}. It is easy to determine that if degdx, u, v) i' 0,
then degdx, u , v ) = 3. Thus degdx, u, v) = 3 for every triple xuv E T
and in particular no two t riples in T can represent the same t riple in /C.
This implies that if x uv and xuw are in T , then x1uvw ¢ /C. Hence some
3-element subset of 1uvw is a triple of S. Consider any edge {a,b} of I' .
There are t riples x au , xab,xoo , E T since, N2 = 8. If u i' v , then the 3-
element subsets in 1abu and 1aOO t hat are triples S must both contain 1
for otherwise they would cover a pair twice. Neither 1au, 100 nor lab can
be a t riples in S, since degdx, a, u) = degK(x, b,v) = degdx, a, b) = 3.
Consequently, 1bu and 1av must be triples in S . The above argument
implies I' is the union of two 4-cyc1es a 1b1 a2b2 and C,d1C2d2 for otherwise
we force 1 to appear in more than 4 triples of S. An obvious contradiction.
Furthermore 1ala2, 1b1b2, 1c, c2 and 1d1d2 are the triples in S contai ning
1. Unfortunately the five element set xala2C1Ci has not been represented
and so No i' 1.
If instead N1 = 2 and N2 = 7, then we may assume degE(l) = 1 and
that To = x12 is a chosen triple. Thus {1, 2} is an edge of I' and there are
6 more edges in I' left to choose. Note that To represents exactly 9 of the
24 s-sets in /C. The remaining 15 are:
{
xl345, x1346, x l349, x1356, x1 358, }
K. = x1367, x1378, x1379, x1389, x1458,
x1469, x1489, x 1567, x1578, x 1679





5 __--+- - - - - -+--__
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The edges of t:. must be represented by {E \ {3} : E is an edge of fl. This
set contains at .most two singletons since degd3) is 1 or 2. When these
singleton vertices are deleted form t:. the edges of the resulting graph must
be edges of I', Thus th e resulting graph can have almost 6 - 2 = 4 edges.
Consequently, there are exactly two vertices u and v that are adjacent to
vertex 3 in I', and furthermore they are not adjacent in r . Without loss,
u E {4, 5, 6} and v E {7, 8, 9}. Then eith er luv, 2uv, or 3uv is a tripl e in S .
Let 123, luv, la,a2 and I b ,~ be the t riples in S that contain i , i =
1, 2 or 2.
If i = 1 or 3, then the above argument shows that I' contains the six
edges 12, 3u, 3v, a,b" b,a2 and a2b2. The two remaining edges must
in particular represent x2ja,a2 , x2jb, ~, xiua,~ and xival~ : where
i = I, if i = 3 and j = 3 if, i = 1. This is clearly impossible without
violating N, = 2 and N2 = 9.
If i = 2, then th e above argument shows that I' contains the seven
edges 12, 3u, 3v, a,a2, a2b" b,b2 and ~a,. The remaining edge must
in particular represent x23ed , where l ed E S and is disjoint from uv.
This is clearly impossible without violating N, = 2 and N2 = 9.•
Table V
The unique extension of S(2,3, 9) to a (10,5,3)-Turan system of size 20.
123 456 789 147 258 369 159





Theo rem 3 T (10, 5, 3) = 20 (Note that Stanton and Bate proved thia by
computer in 1980, ace [10] )
P roof: Let (X ,B) be a (10,5,3)-Turan system. Then the SchOnheim bound
gives us IBI ;::: 18.
Suppose IBI = 18 or 19. Then by Proposition 2(i) and equation (3) there
are points z , y E X , x '" y such that IBI- 12 = degB(x) ;::: B(y ) ;::: 6. Thus
without loss B%is th e (9,5,3)-Turan system Sand y = 1. Furthermore BY
is a (9,5,3)-Turan system of size 12 or 13. The uniqueness of such systems
forces B to contain x23 , x68 , x59 and x47. This accounts for all but two or
three of the triples in B. These remaining tripl es two or three tripl es must
represent all of /C, since no quintuple in /C has been represented so far . An
easy inclusion exclusion argument shows th at it is impossible to represent
/C with fewer than four triples. Consequently IBI ;::: 20.
The (10,5,3)-'Iuran system of the Table V is of size 20.•
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Lemma 1 There is no extension of a (9,5,9}-Thnin system of size 19 to a
(10,5,9}- Thran system of size 20.
Proof: Suppose that (X ,B) is a (10,5,3)-Turan system of size 20 extend-
ing a (9,5,3)-Turan syste m of size 13 by the point x . According to Theorem
1, B%contains a superfluous t riple yzu. Any 5-element subset of X, rep-
resented only by thi s triple, must contain x. Thus, replacing yzu by x zu,
we obtain an (10,5,3)-Thran system (X , B') (B cannot already conta in xzu
since IB'I ~ 20 by Theorem 3). The degree of x in B' is equal to 8, and
(X, B') is an extension of the unique (9,5,3)-Turan system of size 12. Such
extension is also unique, and one was described in Theorem 2. It is easy to
check that we could not replace x by another vertex y in one triple of B'
without dest roying th e Turan condition.•
5 T(1l ,5,3)=29
Through out thi s section X will be the point set {1,2,3, 4, 5,6, 7,8,9,x,y}
and (X, B) will be a (11,5,3)-Turan system. The Schonheirn bound gives
T (ll, 5, 3) ~ 28, since by Theorem 3, T(10 ,5, 3) = 20.
Corolla ry 1 Th ere is no extension of the Thran system in Table V to a
(1l , 5,3)-Thran system of size 28.
Proof: Suppose there is such an extension. Then there is a point y E X
such th at 8" is the (10,5 ,3)-Turan system of size 20 given in Table V. Note
that Proposition 2(i) implies that deg(a) ~ 8 for all a E X . Thus in par-
ti cular deg(y, l) = 0. But B% is also a (1O,5,3)-Thran system of size 20
that extends an 8(2,3,9) . It is therefore, by Theorem 2, isomorphic to the
Turan system in Table V and this contradicts deg(y, 1) = 0. •
Proposition 4 If x is a point of degree 8 in a (11,5,9}-Thran system
(X , B ) of size 28, then degs(xy) = degs (Y) - 6 f or all other points y E X .
In part icular the degree of every poin t in (X , B ) is at least 6.
Proof: Let (X ,B ) be a (11,5,3)-Turan system of size 28. Then the average
degree of a point is
Thus there is at least one point x of degree 8 in (X ,B) . Observe that
(X - {x}, B%) is a (10,5,3)-Turan system of size 20. Theorem 1 and Lemma
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1 give us that the only (10,5,3)-Turan system of size 20 with a point of
degree greater than or equal to 7 is the unique system given in Tahle 2.
Corollary 1 insures us that t his syst em can not be extended to a (11,5,3)-
Turan system of size 28. Moreover in a (10,5,3)-Turan system of size 20, if
there are no points with degree ~ 7, then all points y have degree 6. The
truth of the proposition now follows.•
Lemma 2 If there is (11,5,9) -ThTlin system of size 28, it has 7 points with
degree 8 and 4 points with degree 7.
Proof: Let (X,B) be a (11,5,3)-Turlln system of size 28. By Proposition
2(i), for any point x , deg8 (x) ::; 8.
Let Nd be the numb er of points of degree d in B, then the equat ions
8 8
LN.i=l1 and LdNd = 3. 28
d= 1 d=l
hold. Observe that Nd = 0 for d < 6 by Proposition 4. Moreover if there
is a point y of degree 6 in B, then, also by Proposit ion 4, deg8(xy) = 0 for
all points x with deg8( x) = 8. Thus in order to construct the 6 dist inct
triples containing y, there must be at least 4 points of degree less than 8.
Hence the only possible solutio n to the equations is N8 =7 and N7 =4. •
Lemma 3 T(l1, 5, 3) > 28
Proof: Suppose that (X ,B) be a (11,5,3)-Turan system of size 28. Then
by Lemma 2, there is a set P = {I, 2, . . . , 7} <;;; X of 7 points all of degree 8
in B and the remaining 4 points Q = {a, b,c, d} = X - P all have degree 7.
It is useful to note that by proposition 4, deg8 (PP') = 2 and deg8(Pq) = 1
for all p,p' E P and q E Q.
A subset A <;;; X will be said to be of typ e i if IA n PI = i. Let N, be
the number of triples in B of type i . Then count ing the numb er of triples
in two ways gives:
No + N, + Nz + N3 = 28;
counting pairs of typ e 2 in two ways we get:
Nz +3N3 = 2G) ;
and counting pairs of type 1 in two ways we get :
2N ,+2Nz =4 ·7.
There are exact ly 5 solutions to these equations, as given in Table VI.
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Table VI
No N1 N2 N3
A 0 14 0 14
B 1 11 3 13
C 2 8 6 12
D 3 5 9 11
E 4 2 12 10
We eliminate each of solution s A, B, C, D, and E in turn.
Elimination of solution A .
Suppose (X, B) sa tisfies the distribution given by solution A and let 'D
be the 14 triples of type 3. All of these t riples come from the point set
P and .degv (ij ) = 2, for all i ,j E P , since N2 = O. Thus 'D is a 2-(7,3,2)
design and the complement V = {uvw C P : uvw ¢ 'D} is a 2-(7,3,3) design.
For each pair x , y E Q the s-etement subsets {xyuvw : uvw E V} must be
represented by triples of the form x yi, where i E P. Thus deg8 (xy) 2': 3,
since degll(i) = 9 and degll(i,j) = 3. Thi s accounts for at least 3· 6 = 18
type 1 triples in B, which cont radicts N1 = 14.
Elimination of solution B.
Let (X, B) satisfies solut ion B. Then we may assume that abc E B .
If deg8(xd) = 0 for some x E {a, b,c}, then there are 7 type 1 triples in
B containing d and 5 other type I t riples in B containing z . This accounts
for 12 type 1 triples in B cont ra ry to N1 = 11. .
If deg8(xd) = 1 for some x E {a,b, c}, t hen since deg8(x) = 7 and
deg8(xp) = 1 for all pEP there is exactly one type 2 t riple in B containing
z , Thus we may assume without loss that xdl and x23 are t riples in B.
The only possibility to represent the quintuples xd245, xd246 and .xd247 is
to include the triples 245, 246 and 247, but th is contradicts deg8 (24) = 2.
Therefore deg8(xd) 2': 2 for all x E {a,b,c} and consequently we may
assume without loss that deg8(ad) = 3, deg8(bd) = 2 and deg8 (cd) = 2,
since deg8(d) = 7. Also, since deg8(a) = deg8(b) = deg8(c) = 7 and
deg8(xp) = 1 for all p E'p and x E {a, b, c} it follows that we may assume
that the 7 triples containing a are abc, adl, ad2, ad3, aM , ac5 and a67.
Furthermore it is easy t o see that there is a unique type 2 triple containing
b. It is now impossible to represent the &-element subsets ab123, ab125,
ab126, ab127, ab235, ab236, ab237, ab135, ab136 and ab137 without forcing
the degree of some pai r in P to exceed 2.
Elimination of solution C .
Suppose that (X, B) has the distribution given by solution C. Th e with-
out loss we may assume that the 2 type 0 triples in B are abc and abd.
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Since degs(pq) = 1 for all PEP and q E Q it follows th at of the 6 type 2
triples two contain a, two contain b, one has c and one has d. With out loss
we may assume that a12, a34 E B.
Claim: B contains no triple of the fo rm xij, x E {c, d} , i , j E {5, 6, 7}
Suppose for example that B contained t he triple c56, then in order to
represent the &-element set acijk where i E {I, 2}, j E {3, 4} and k E {5, 6}.
The triple ij k is required. Thus B contains 135, 136, 145, 146, 235, 236,
245, 246. Note that among the t riples chosen so far t he degree of 13 and
24 is 2. Consequently in order to represent cl 234 either cl2 or c34 must be
chosen. It is now imp ossible to represent adcl 5, adc35, adc16 and adc36
and have degs(di) = 1 for all i E {I , 2, . .. , 3}. Therefore the claim holds.
It is now impossible to represent t he &-element sets of the form acijk
and adij k where i,j E {5, 6, 7} and k E {I , 2, 3,4} without cont radic ting
the claim.
Elimination of solution D .
Let (X, 8) have the distribution given by solution D. Then without loss
the type 0 triples in B are
abc, acd, and abd .
Also since degs (ap) = 1 for all p EP and since (b, c, d) is an automorphism
of the type 0 triples we may assume with out loss that
ab1, a23, a45 and a67
are triples in B. Thus all triples in B contai ning a are accounted for. Now
since c must appear with each pEP exactly once and degs (c) = 7, there
are exactly 2 type 2 triples in B that contain c. Say these triples are chi, cj k
where h, i, j and k are distinct elements of P. Without loss of generality
2 E P- {h, i,j, k}. Consider the four &-element subsets ac124, acl25, ac126
and acl27. At most one of them is represented by chi and cj k and none
are represented by a t riple containing a. This implies that at least three of
the triples 124, 125, 126 and 127 are in B cont rary to degs (12) = 2.
Elimination of solution E.
If (X ,B) satisfies solution E then the 4 t riples of type 0 in 8 are
abc, abd, acd, and bed.
Also, since degs(pq) = 1 for all pEP and q E Q, we may assume without
loss of generality that
ab1 and cd2
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are the two triples of type 1 in B. Since th ere is a unique t riple containing
a and 2 and a unique triple cont aining d and 1 we also have in B without
loss of generality
a23 and d14 or a23 and d13.
Now the only way to represent 00125, ad126 and ad127 is to include 125,
126 and 127 in B. This cont ra dicts degB(l2) = 1. •
Lemma 4 Th ere is a unique way to doubly extend 8 (2, 3, 9) to a
{11,5,9}-Thran system of size 29.
Proof: Let X = {1, 2, 3, .. . , 9,x,y} and suppose (X, B) is a (11,5,3)-
Turansystem of size 29 such that Bfz ,v} = S the 8(2,3, 9) in Table III .
Then without loss we may assume that degB(Y) = 9, deg(x, y) :5 1 and
degB(x) = 8 if degB(x, y) = 0; or degB(x) = 9 if degB(x, y) = 1; since the
maximum degree is 9 and 12 + degB(x) + degB(Y) - degB(x,y) = 29. Thus
by Theorem 2 we may assume that BV is the (10,5,3)-Turan system of size
20 in Table V.
Suppose degB (Yx ) = 0 and degB(y1) = O. Then in order to represent
the f>-element sets {yxlij : i,j E {2, 3, 4, 7} } the tri ples y24, y27, y34
and y37 must be included in B. T here are only 5 more t riples that are
as yet unspecified. But, then to represent with fewer than 5 triples the
f>-element sets { yxijk : i E {2, 3,4, 7} and i. k E {5, 6, 8, 9} } the tri ples
y56, y58, y69 and y89 must be included, leaving only one more triple in B
to be chosen. Unfortunately y2359 and y4768 have not been represented
and contain no common t riple. Consequent ly sinoe the permutation (l,x)
is an au tomorphism of the the system in Table V we may assume that
degB( x ,y) = 1.
Thus BZis a (10,5,3)-Turan system of size 20 on the point set {I , 2, 3, .. .,
9, y} that is an extension of S. Applying Theorem 2 again it is not too dif-
ficult to show that up t o isomorphism there is a unique way to specify the
triples containing yin B so that B is a (ll ,5,3)-Thr8Il system as was re-
qulred. It is given in Table VII. •
Theorem 4 T(ll , 5, 3) = 29
Proof: The above two Lemmas establish that T (ll ,5, 3) = 29.•
Table VII: A (11, 5, 3)-Turan system of size 29
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123 147 168 258 357 348 456 267 159 789 369 249
x23 x47 x68 x59 y57 y48 12y y69 x2y
x16 x18 x15 x19 y34 y38 y35 y37
The (11,5,3)-Turan system of size 29 in Table VII can also be obtained
using construction 3 in section 2.
6 Computational Results.
Independently from the results presented in the previous sections, we have
performed extensive machine computat ions with (n , 5, 3}-Thran systems.
This sectio n sketches most important algorithms used and presents the
results of our comput at ions. T he software used consisted of:
(n T'urexp, An algorithm for extending (n,k, l ) systems to (n + l ,k,l )
systems.
(2) N auty. A very efficient set of procedures writte n by B.D. McKay [11
for det ermining the automorphism group of a graph, and opt ionally
for canonically labeling it . T wo graphs are isomorphic iff they have
ident ical canonical labelings, thus nauty can be used as a powerful
tool to detect isomorphs in large families of graphs, and indirectly
via graphs in families of any reasonable finite objects, in particular
Turan systems.
(3) A variety of set system manipulation programs for basic operations,
changes of representation, checking the Turan condition, and others.
Most of the algorithms mentioned above are modificat ions of the algo-
rithms described in [2] . In this paper the first classical Ramsey number
for hypergraphs R(4,4;3) = 13 was computed and a strong relat ionship
between Turan systems (n,5,4) and the Ramsey number R(4,4;3} was ex-
ploited.
A simple counting of how many times each k-element set is repre-
sented by a chosen I-element sets permits a fairly efficient implementation
ofturexp. For any (n,k,I)-'lUTlln syst em (X, B) of size b let q. denote the
number of k-sets cont aining exactly i members of B, for 1 $ i $ (~) . Define
Q=Q(X,B} by
m
Q = I> - 1)q. ,
1= 2
the number of multiple representations of k-element subsets of X there are
in S. It is easy to see that
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Hence Q depends only on the size and the parameters of (X ,B) . and so we
ean write Q(X, B) =Q(n , k, I ,b). When extending a (n, k,I )-Thran system
(X, B) to a (n + I, k, I)-Thran system we use a variable qsum which is
initialized to the Q(n, k,l, b). For each new I-element set, if it appears in a
k-element set already represented by previously chosen I-element sets , we
increment qsum by one for each such k-set . When for a parti al extension
of (X, B) the variable qsum exceeds Q(n + I , k, I,p) then we know that this
extension cannot be completed to any (n + I, k, I) system with at most p
blocks.
Turexp is a recursive backtracking algorith m organized as follows. Let
(X, B) be a (n, k , 1)-1\min system of size b and let y <t X be a new point.
Consider the ('~l) (D,I )-v ari ables correspon ding to possible new blocks
passing through point y , and the m :5 (k~l) - b conditions corresponding
to k-sets passing through point y , which have to be represented by new
blocks. .T urexp assigns recursively Dor 1 to these variables, and at each
level of recursion maint ains: the current list of not yet satisfied condit ions,
the cur rent number of blocks, the current degrees of all points , and qsum.
This enables the algorithm to return to a higher level of recursion before a
full assignment to the variables has been done in the following situations:
(a) The number of blocks exceeds the desired value p.
(b) The degree of some point exceeds th e maximal degree permitted.
\
(c) The value of qsum exceeds the maximal possible value Q(n+I ,k,I,p ).
Similar, but weaker situations, enforce new assignments to variables, solu-
t ions or contradict ion as follows:
(d) The number of blocks reaches p . We have a solution or cont radiction.
(e) The degree of some point reaches the maximal possible degree. Set
to Dall variables containing a point which reached maximal degree.
(g) Ifsome condition contains exactly one variable with a not yet assigned
value, then either we can force this variable to be 1 or we have a
contradiction.
The bottleneck of computations was the time consumed by the algo-
rithm turexp. The results of t he above algorithms are summari zed in the
Table VIII showing the number of nonisomorphi c (n, 5, 3) systems on b
blocks for different values of n 'and b.
Table VIII:. Number of nonisomorphic (n,5, 3) systems of size b
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The unique (13,5,3)-Thran system on 52 blocks has 5616 automor-
phisms, and it can be obtained by taking all triplets of collinear points in
the well known projective plane of order 3. It seems t hat further progress in
the study of (n, 5, 3)-'Iuran systems could be achieved by a careful analysis
of the 16 (12, 5,3) systems on 40 blocks . 15 of them are regular of degree
10, and one has 6 points of degree 9 and 6 points of degree 11. These sys-
tems have automorphism groups of surprisingly large size, namely: 48, 64
(2 systems), 96, 128, 144, 256 (3 systems), 288, 384, 432, 768, 4608, 5184,
and 1036600.
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